
 

 

 
 
 

 
News Highlight of Neusoft in 2013 

 
 
 
Chinese President Xi Jinping Visited Neusoft (Dalian)   
 
August 29, 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping visited Neusoft Corporation (Dalian) Co., Ltd. 
for inspection. When he came up to the display screen of the telemedicine system and 
heard that China-Japan Friendship Hospital had built relationship with more than 1000 
medical institutions, he asked the director of China-Japan Friendship Hospital in Beijing, 
“Does the system work well?” “It works quite well.” “The information-based system will 
greatly improve the medical care standard. We should make good use of this kind of system 
to serve people better.” 
 
During the visit, President Xi Jinping stressed that China has currently become the world's 
second largest economy, and innovation is an important driving force for future sustainable 
growth. Xi Jinping fully affirmed to Neusoft's science and technology research, and its 
outstanding achievements led by Dr. Liu Jiren over the past years. Neusoft has gone 
through a very good and solid path, and it has played an important role to promote the 
growth and development of China’s high-tech industry. 
 
Meanwhile, President Xi Jinping gave high praise to Neusoft’s vitality of growth when he 
heard that Neusoft is not only leading in the domestic market, but also continuously 
expanding in the international market. He said that the prosper, growth and development of 
our country and industry are relying on talents. Thus we should pay great attention to talent 
development for future sustainable growth.  
 
 
 
 
Neusoft Named to Level 1 Qualification Certificate Enterprises for China's 
Computer Information System Integration 
 



 

September 30, 2013, Neusoft Corporation ("Neusoft") announced that it has been included 
in the Level 1 Qualification Certificate Enterprises for China's Computer Information System 
Integration by China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT). This great 
honor represents as a recognition for Neusoft’s business scope and its leading market 
position, which will bring enormous market opportunities for Neusoft, and further 
consolidate and enhance Neusoft’s competitiveness and influence in the industry. 
 
 
 
Neusoft Medical Signed Transfer Agreement with Philips to Acquire Equities in 
Philips-Neusoft Medical Systems Joint Venture 
 
February 5, 2013, Neusoft Corporation ("Neusoft") announced that it has signed a Term 
Sheet with Philips on the proposed transaction of shares and assets in Philips and Neusoft 
Medical Systems Co., Ltd. ("PNMS"). According to the Term Sheet, Neusoft's wholly-owned 
subsidiary Neusoft Medical System Co., Ltd. ("Neusoft Medical") and its overseas associates 
intend to acquire the equities in PNMS held by Philips. Upon the completion of the proposed 
transaction, Neusoft Medical will become the holding company of PNMS, and all intellectual 
property rights of PNMS will be shared by both Neusoft and Philips. Philips will purchase part 
of the assets related to the CT systems, and transfer a team of engineers and supporting 
staff from the joint venture to Philips. On July 4th, 2013, Neusoft Medical has signed 
agreements with Royal Philips Electronics and its affiliate company ("Philips") on the equities 
and assets transfer, intellectual property rights, contracted manufacturing and supply, 
components supply, customer service and support of Philips & Neusoft Medical Systems Co., 
Ltd. ("PNMS"). 
 
 
 
 
Neusoft Becomes Industry Partner of the World Economic Forum 
 
May 21, 2013, Neusoft Corporation (“Neusoft”) announced that Neusoft has become an 
Industry Partner of the World Economic Forum, under which Neusoft will participate in both 
the Information Technology and Telecommunications Industries partnerships. Neusoft had 
been partnering with the Forum as the Global Growth Company Partner since 2007, and the 
upgrade to Industry Partner demonstrates its commitment to greater cooperation with the 
Forum in shaping the global, regional and industry agendas. Besides Neusoft, the other 
Chinese enterprises in the ICT Industries Community of the Forum include Lenovo, Huawei 
and China Mobile. 
 
 
 
 
Neusoft Named to Global Top Ranking Lists 
 
In June, 2013, Neusoft Corporation ("Neusoft") announced that it has been recently named 
again to the PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) 'Global 100 Software Leaders' ranking list for its 
outstanding business model innovation, transformation, and sustainability. It is the only 
software company from China included in the ranking. In addition, Neusoft also ranked No. 
5 on the Emerging Markets 100 list. 
 
At the same time, the International Association of Outsourcing Professionals® (IAOP®) 
released the 2013 Global Outsourcing 100 rankings. Neusoft Corporation ("Neusoft") has 



 

been consecutively included for the seventh time and ranked No. 27 on the 2013 list. In 
addition to the main list, Neusoft is also named in eight sub-lists, such as Best 5 Leaders in 
Automotive, Best 20 Leaders in Healthcare, and more. 
 
In August, 2013, Neusoft announced that it has been consecutively included for the eighth 
time and ranked as No. 1 among China-Based Top Providers ranking in "China-Based 
Offshore Software Development 2013-2017 Forecast and Analysis" report by International 
Data Corporation (IDC). Facing various challenges in the industry during the past year, 
Neusoft continued to maintain its leading position among China's software outsourcing 
service providers for its clear-defined and effective development strategy, leading market 
shares and steady growth. 
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